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1. ЛнENDMENТs TO TIE RUÉS Ois ?ROC: DURE OF THE WORLD Ha1LTm 0RG� .NIZ:.TI ON: 
(Item 7.6 of the 'a.genda) (Document ..10/ гL /2: document .'10 /4,FL /2 dd.1) 
(continued) 

. mеndment of г.uје s 92 and 99 

The CH:IIВL'.N said that the first question before the Sub -Committee was the 

amendments proposed to Rules 92 and 99 of the Rules of Procedure of the Health 

'_ssembly which governed the determination of the beginning and end of the period of 

office of Nembers entitled to designate persons to serve on the Lxecutive Board. 

With the consent of the Sub -Committee he would like to make a few preliminary 

statements on the interpretation of the Constitution and the Rules of Procedure. 

The discussion at the first meeting had in substance developed into a discussion 

of the methods of interpretation of the Constitution and the Rules of Procedure. 

This raised important issues because the method of interpretation adopted would 

determine the nature and extent of any amendments that might be required in the 

legislative texts of the Organization. In his view, the Sub -Committee might meet 

with difficulties if it continued on a rather literal interpretation of the text of • 
those two documents and it might perhaps be better to interpret them according to 

the intention and substance of their provisions. He was none the less grateful to 

the Government of the United јngdom for having raised the question of principle. 

He referred back to the Constitution. The Sub -Committee would note that the 

Rules of Procedure were prefaced by a preamble which stated In the event of any 

conflict between any provision of the Rules and any provision of the Constitution, the 

Constitution shall prevail ". The Constitution, in ..rticle 25, said that the Members 

elected under .'article 24 should be elected for three years. The task before the 
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Sub- Committee was the definition of the words "three years ". The Director- General 

had called attention to the fact that _article 25 included transitional provisions which 

were no longer applicable and that it would seem desirable to amend the references in 

the current Rule 92 so as to define "three years" rather than "year ". The Director - 

General had also suggested that the provisions of Rule 99 appeared to conflict with 

the provisions of .ïrticle 25 of the Constitution. 

It appeared to him that it might be possible to take the view that these 

different provisions were all subject to the will of the Health i'ssembly which under 

.!rticle 75 of the Constitution was empowered to settle disputes as to the interpreta- 

tion of the Constitution and therefore, in virtue of the preamble to the Rules of 

Procedure, to interpret the Rules of Procedure. 

rigorous and literal interpretation, he suggested, was proper and right in 

regard to a national constitution which was based on a long tradition of law. It 

might be sound and practical to take a slightly different view in dealing with the 

Constitution of a new organization in which precedents were still being made. 

In consideration of what should be•the term of office of Members elected under 

article 24, different canons of interpretation had led to different views of the 

provisions on this point in different countries and even by different persons in the 

same country. Не thought it possible that if the Sub- Committee accepted as a 

principle the sovereignty of the Constitution it could put WHO in a position to deal 

with difficulties that arose, on lines illustrated by the provisions of .'rticle 2g 

under which, for example, the Executive Board was empowered to authorize the 

Director- General to deal with certain types of emergency. 
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He understood that the difficulty with which the amendments before the 

Sub -Committee were designed to deal was that it was not possible to leave the 

Eleventh World Health assembly without a properly constituted Executive Board for 

a period which might amount to a few weeks. In' those few weeks an emergency might 

arise with which the Director- General could not deal under the Constitution in the 

absence of directions under article 28 (i) from a properly constituted Executive 

Board. It was obvious that the arrangements which might lead to such a dilemma in 

emergency should be avoided. 

He had,thorefore thought it his duty to formalize the possible lines on which 

the Sub -Committee might act and he would start by suggesting a compromise. In 

substance the question to be resolved was not so much to find a definition of 

"three years" as to find a means ,r1. 
7)e ginning and the end 

of the period for which иembеrs were elected to designate persons to serve on the 

Executive Board. 

The cou- ^-�гΡr +Ii- S„ 11 -r^mmi ttee seemed to be eithr,-: + inta, t .,tatuc 

quo or, for the coming year only, to accept the amendment +reposed by the Director - 

General. In either case it might at the same time, in order to reach a more 

permanent solution, ask for suggestions as to how the starting point of the term of 

office and its closing date should be decided with any transitional measures required, 

The several proposals before the Sub -Committee were; first, the amendments 

proposed by the Director- General in paragraph 1 of document + 10 /_'.FL /18; second, the 

amendments suggested by Sir John Charles in document LB19 /18 -dd.l; third, the 

proposal made by the delegate of the Netherlands at the previous meeting which, he 

recalled was to amend paragraph 2 of Rule 99 to read "For the purposes of ;article 25 

of the Constitution, the period for which Members are elected shall run from the day 
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of their election until the day during which they are replaced "; fourth, the proposal 

of the delegate of Japan to delete Rule 99 and to retain paragraph 2 of Rule 92. 

In conclusion he hoped that the Sub -Committee would consider his remarks not as 

as intervention in the debate by a chairman who should be neutral but as an attempt 

to facilitate the discussion. 

Mr РЛТЕRSON (United Kingdom of Groat Britain and Northern Ireland) thanked the 

Chairman for the constructve proposals which he had made to assist the Sub -Committee 

out of its difficulties. His delegation still considered that the only satisfactory 

long -term solution of the difficulty would be to amend the Constitution and the 

Government of the United Kingdom would be glad to collaborate in this work if the 

Director -General thought that procedure should be adopted. 

Amendment of the Consitution would, of course, take some time. For the interim 

there were various possibilities. For example, both Rule 92 and Rule 99 might be 

abolished and the Constitution left to speak for itself. Alternatively the Rules of 

Procedure might be. left without any alteration: they had been satisfactory for some • ten years and there seemed to be no great urgency for action. His delegation would 

support either of the proposals he had just suggested. . 

Nr CAIDE1UOOD (United States of .erica) wished to be sure that he understood 

clearly the .Chairmanis proposal. Hе gathered that the Chairman had proposed that 

the Organization should proceed for the present under the existing Rules of Procedure 

and ask the Secretariat to submit for later consideration proposals as to the date 
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from which the term of office of Members elected should run, It might take some 

time to formulate such proposals and in the interim the Organization might run into 

the difficulties to which reference had been made earlier in the discussion, though 

in fact no such difficulty had arisen since the Rules of Procedure were first adopted. 

The СНАММ N agreed that the delegate of the United States of America had outlined 

the substance of what he himself had suggested. 

Mr.LIVER"М (Israel) considered that the Chairman had greatly helped the 

Sub -Committee by his summary. While there was little pressure for immediate action, 

the general view seemed to be that the question should be dealt with as soon as was 

reasonably possible. He therefore supported the suggestion made by the delegate of 

the United States. It was necessary not only to determine what the dates should 

be but to express that determination in a way which took proper account of the 

Constitution. Therefore the Secretariat should be asked to take into account, in 

preparing a document for considEration at the next Health :'assembly, of the 

suggestions and opinions that had been expressed in the Sub- Committee. 

Dr EL- WКIL (Egypt) supported the proposal made by the Chairman, but he 

suggested that the interpretation should be expressed in the form of a resolution of 

the Health ssembly rather than by an amendment to the Rules of Procedure. 
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Ir ZARB (Chief, Legal Office) Secretary, on the invitation of the Chairman, 

summarized the proposals before the Sub -Committee: There was first the proposal 

by the delegate of the United Kingdom, of which the most important point was the 

statement that it was necessary to amend the Constitution and to word Article 25 

of the Constitution so that an inexact interpretation woula not be possible. 

On this he would remind the Sub- Ссmmittee that amendments to the Constitution 

involved a lengthy procedure. It was generally felt that the Constitution was. 

a formal and important document which should not 'ee lightly amended, 

Secondly, there was the proposal• made earlier in the rooting by the dele ate 

of the United Kingdom that Rubs 92 and 99 should be deleted, and that the procedure 

should rest directly an the Constitution, This proposal was attractive, but the 

Chairman and Embers would know that Rules of Procedure were considered to be a 

necessary working instrument, and that complaints were sometimes heard that Rules 

of Procedure were incomplete and left points untouched. 

The proposal to maintain the status quo was also attractive and had the 

advanta:;e that it rested on an established, practice which had proved workable. • But in that case the Organization would still remain open to challenge as to the 

duration of the tern of office of ј Iembars entitled to designate a person to sit 

on the Executive Board. 

The compromiso solution that had been put forward had the advantage of approach- 

ing the position cautiously and moving step by step. It, would involve the main - 

tenаnce :l or an interim period it the present Rules cf Procedure during which the 

Di.reс ; or- General would be asked to pr ovide a suitable text complementary to the 

provisions of the Constitution. The Secretariat could, if the Su'b- Committee so 
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десгдс:с: and if the Assoribly approved, undertake the production cf г text which 

would determine the date from W111CLi the election of Тгс.iЬers under tiсle 24 of the 

Constitution should bсс: ±п and th c,ati: on uhich it ulo end. 

Т ic suÚ�estion made by the dcзlegate of Egypt was a. flexible one and therefore 

useful but with soma: hesitation, he thou ht that the Sub-Cзmmittee zight с^nsider 

what would be the best form of the Rules of Procсdure so that the various provisionп 

of the Constitution coula' be usefully applies'.. Thc substantial suggestions appeared 

to him to be: 

(1) To retain the status quo. 

(2) To adopt an interim text which the Secretariat would try to preparo but 

at the same tine to ash the -2xecutive Board end the Director -General to establish 

a formula wh�сh would fix the dates in question in a manner compatible with the 

Constitution. 

Dr BrsR.Т31tнD (Franco) welcomed th*: susti.n of takin a temporary solution 

which would be iгΡпΡ.сdiately a_ �_licaóle ans. of Гfсггiлd the question ii the long- 

term solution to the Executive Board and eirector -- General for further study. 

. �гith reaarè. to $_а$ temporary decision, the maintenance cf the status quo 
, 

certainly seemed attractive, but ho rе,rettсi. that tendency to discard the proposal 

of the Director- General. laze sao.estiоn eî the 3rtiаn d lе tion would create a 

vacuum within the Rules of Procedur. , which ho felt would be unwise: it was preferable 

for decisions on the Rules of Procedure to be incorporated in the Rules themselves. 

His delegation therefore proposed to modify Rule 92 as suested': by the 

Director - General in document ЕВ19/li and to request t e Executive Board to mate a 

further study of the natter, with o view to a definitivo and satisfactory solution, 

it being understood that sem _ _ ne d;:;ont to the Co_ stitution min :ht be required. 
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The Cï�; �rI�AAi asked w�.etl:Gr t_.е 5ии-Сотггаiннее would be ready to adopt th 

�ol3.oыin s oluticn: 

(1) to delete Rule 99 о2 the Rules о Procedure; 

(2) to re-word on а temporary basis pлraraph 2 of Rule 92 a1on the linos 

suggestвd by the Secretariat; 

(3) to refeк the worclin of аиlв 92 to the Bxecutive Board for ri-examination 

with the Direc or-General. 

Pit CALDERWQCD (United States of America) said that he 1-ас understood that the 

general feeling was to retain the present 1.ulоs and proceed further from that basis 

later. Не now understood that it was proposed to adopt fór the interim period the 

amendments set out in document ЕB19 /.15, annexed to A.10 /АFI/2, to t;hiсh soma members 

of the Sub -Committee had raised objections a which would give rise to discussion 

in the mein Committee. : would зΡrefer to retain for the interim period the present 

provisions which had been f ound p ac dicable, and he a теed with: the proposal that 

the Eхecutive Board and the Director- Gвneral s'i_oul,7 be asked to suL est suitable 

amendments.. 

иг PATLRSCîd (United ïiдn�doи of Great Britain and Northern Ir,.,lGnd) a�reed with 

the United States proposal, and felt that the position was a strong; one in so far 

as it hod teen in operation over a period of ten yeгrs. The United Кingdom 

Gover�zment was not lie lу to criticise 'the continuation ii the stаtus quo for one 

more year. Such a step would 3_ve not onl r the Executive Board and the Director- 

General, but also the next i еalth 1 ssombly, a chance to study the matter further 

with a view to introducing an amendment to the Constitution. 
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The С1AIRN N felt that the Committee appeared to have two different points of 

view. One was for maintaining the status quo and referrin-_ the maatter to the 

Executive Board for consultation with the Director -General; the other was for the 

deletion of Rule 99 of the Rules of Procedure and a request to the Executive Board 

to study the matter further and submit it to the next Assembly. 

Л3г CHIBA 

Out again his 

of the 

(Japan) hoped that it would not be considered repetitious if he set 

views on the matter. He proposed deletion of Rule 99 and a maintenance 

status quo as far as Rule 92 was concerned. 4.1l the Sub- Comnittee1s members 

seemed to agree on the deletion of Rule 99 and there also appeared to be general 

agreement that the Executive Board should be asked to study the matter further and 

seek a long- term solution. 

Er PAТER$0Н (United Kingdom of Groat Brit_.in and Northern Ireland) agreed with 

the sug,:estiоn bf the Japanese deleate. 

Er CALDERWOOD (United States of America) felt that it would be much simpler 

to maintain the status quo rather than propose any modification in the existing 

situation which might lead to new .i:tficultiеs. 

Dr BRIARD (France) thought that a suspension of the study of the matter 

woulc be in order. If the Sub -Committee decided to maintain the status çuо that 

decision should apply to the present session and the matter should then be referred 

to the Executive -Board for the next Assembly, 
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in its present form for the tiaae bсin:. 

п�i�ht be studied by the Exeeutive Board 

the dele�ate of Japan. Iie a�reec'. with 

should be maintained in principle. 
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the text of the rule should be maintained 

Tho document produced by the Sесretariat 

in conjunction with the proposals made by 

the delegate of France that the status quo 

Dr ВE ✓NRARDТ (Federal Republic of Germany) thought that the duration of the • term of office of the members cf the Executive Board was a purely constitutional 

question and could only be decided upon under the terms of Article 25 of the 

Constitution, The present uiseussion rii'ht give the impression that the matter 

was one that could be settled by the Rules of Procedure, Hе areеd with the 

suggеstion that the status quo should be аintaineù for the t•iтe being. 

The СКАтN said th general feeling in the Sub- Соmmittee seemed to be in 

favour of provisionally maintaining the status quo, and of including in its report, 

among; the iепdиents needing study, not оn1, - a de terminatiоn of the date by the 

Director- General but also the suggestions made by the delegation of Japan as to 

Rules 92 and 99 of the Rules of Procedure. 

The SECКE1ТARY pointed out that in accordance with well -estа 1. shed practice, 

any point which hay been Liven particular consideration by the Sub.Committее could, 

if it so decided, be included in its report. In view of the unanimous opinion 

held by the delegations :t =tat Rule 99 should be deleted, that point of view would 

be submitted to the Executive Board to ether with the sug.gestioгls of the Japanese 

delegate. 

It was so decided. 
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The С1A.1`I�•1Td felt that it rгi'ht not be nece'ssary to have a votey as� there 
. 

всег.геи: но _,е ücncral а�•rcement to maintain рroиisionallÿ the status quo. 

иг G�°АЕFTS (Бe1.gз.um) as.•.е the Chairman whether а vote niwht not be necessary 

uпcr the terms of Rule 67 of the Rulos of ггоседиге. 

The Сha;rn then put the proposal to the vote. 

Decision: the propesal was approvec by 13 votee to none with 4 аuвte•.зtions. 

иг Gн2TS (Бе1С;ит) sa?.d w-�i г_c• it was not necessary for t m .:i to e.tii l.ain 

his abste:,two.z• in the votиn:. he T::isi:ed it но всordеd. 

The Сн д.IRи L'i sai that t t__e Rapporteur wоu1 сortainlу note that in his report,. 

5 

Amendment to Ru le 12 

-.T1��.5WС.^i.ARY sa;c'. that Rule 12 of the Rules of iгдce:'urc in its present 

form miht iие rise, to Со.f1ict: з.nterpretatians as any supplementary items 

еоиlс. be aс:c;Eзd at any time duriná the course of the session if the Assembly só 

o:ecided. The te�•t now оposеd (in wоиlс' still permit 

su;;� :1c.:гontary iteti,s to be incorporated, sub j oct to certain conditions, 
- as re�ards 

timing. 

Јг CkGC (Unitod. Sta еs of erica) pointed out that if the amendment 

meant that) even in an ent case, the Assembly соиlс: not i..clude an д.tem in 5.ts 

avendr-, Lis di�1e,�аtiо:: ‚о' ..он be able to support such a iroposal,� . 
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The SECREТАКY stated that the proposed amen6ment to Rule 12 would not limit or 

restrict the position of the Assembly. 

The СHAIRМAN pointed out that in the wording of the proposed new text the first 

clause was exactly the same as in the original Rule. 

The SEC,ТARY further explained that the only difference between the two texts was 

that in the new draft a supplementary item to the agenda could be accepted by the 

Assembly if the request for inclusion reached the Assembly within six days from the day 

of the opening of the session, 

Mr PАТLRSON (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) pointed out that 

there was one significant difference in the new text, namely that any supplementary 

item to be added to the agenda could only be so added by the Assembly upon the 

recommendation of the General Committee, He felt that no prior consideration by the 

General Committee was in fact necessary, Under the nEи text it might well be that an • item could be prevented altogether from reaching the Assemb y„ He therefore proposed 

that the wards "upon the recommendation of the General Committee" should be deleted 

from the new text. 

The SEСREТARY, at the request of the CHAIRMAN, explained that it was of course for 

the Sub -Committee to define the role that the General Committee might play in deter 

wining the supplementary items to be included in the agenda 
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Mr LIVERА1 (Israel) thought that the point that needed clarification was the 

particular time - limit to which the rule referred, In the existing rule, the time - 

limit seemed to refer to the time lapse between the recommendation of the General 

Committee and the discussion of the matter at the Assembly. Nothing was said about 

the time between the submiseLon of a proposal by a delegation and the moment it reached 

the Assembly, Perhaps a time -limit should exist for both or for neither But in any 

case the question of the particular time- limit imposed should first be clarified. 

Dr В RNARD (_'rancе) felt than the proposed new text should meet with the approval 

of the Sub -Committee is it was a definite improvement on the original wordâng of 

Rtlp 12.. Tho su е t or m tdе by thv.. United К ngdom dl egatс would mаko nr;cessцy a 

consequential amend:.:nt to Rule 32 which would rather complicate matters. 

Mr GEERAERТS (Belgium) recalled that the Chairman of the General Committee, in 

referring to the terms of reference and the scope of the Legal Sub -Committee, had 

pointed out that the Sub -Committee should pass Opinions solely on legal questions 

referred to it and not on matters cf substance. It could, therefore, be assumed that 

the matter before the Sub -Committee should not give rise to any legal discussions 

The ЭЕСRЕТАRY said that taking into accоunt various remarks made especially those 

submitted by the delegate of France, in relation to Rule 32 of the гuјеѕ of Procedure, 

he would suggest that the new text ended to read; 

A "a supplementary item may be added to the Agenda during any session, 
if the request for a cupplementary item reaches the Organization within 
six days from the d г of the opening of a regular session or within two 
days from the day of opening of a special session,, both periods being 
inclusive of the opening day, and if the Health Assembly so decides upon 
the report of the General Committee`'n 
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The CHAIRMAN asked if the Sub-- Committee would approve the text as amended. 

Decision: The text as amended was approved. 

2, USE OF Тнн RUSSIAN LANGUAGE AT WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION MEETINGS: Item of 

the Supplementary Agenda (Documents A10 /AFL /15 and Аl0/12) 

The SEСREТARY recalled that at the beginning of the current sesst.on and upon the 

request of the USSR, it had been decided, on a temporary basis, to adopt the Russian 

language as one of the languages to be used by the Assembly. Consequently, Rules 79, 

80 and 83 of the Rules of Procedure of the Assembly were amended by resolution WHA10,4, 

dated 20 Tfау 1957. That text was adopted by the Assembly on a provisional basis and 

had been referred to the Legal Sub -- Committee in order to enable the latter to revise 

the wording of the pertinent rules,, The text had therefore been submitted to the 

Sub -Committee purely for legal considerations, namely, whether Rules 79, 80 and 83 

should be retained in their present form or amended. 

The СIАTi�.I•ïl,N asked the Committee if it would agree to adopt the new text of 

Rules 79, 80 and 83 as amended. 

Decision: The text as provisionally adopted by the Assembly was approved. 
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3, RÚLES OF PROCEDURE FOR EXРЕRТ COЛIf'ТITTEES (RUssIAN LANGUAGE): Item of the 

Sup)lementary Agenda (Document А10/t.FL/15) 

The SECRETARY said that the question of the use of Russian at meetings of 

Expert Соmmitte s was dealt with in section 2 of document А1О /AFL /15, He explained 

that the question had been referred to the Legal Sub -Committee before being approved 

by the, Health Assembly. The amendment to be introduced to Rule 13 was a minor one and 

needed, only the addition of the words nand in. Russian" whenever "Spanish" was 

mentioned. .. 

The СH'IR АN asked if the Sub -Committee would approve the text as amended. 

Decision: The text as amended was approved., 

The meeting rose at 7.20 p.mi 


